Previously identified common variants explain only a small fraction of the trait heritability and at most loci the identities of the underlying causal genes and their functional variants still remain unknown. To identify the low-frequency and rare coding variants that influence lipid levels, we conducted a meta-analysis of exome-wide association studies in 14,473 Chinese subjects, followed by a joint analysis with 1000 genomes imputed data from 6,534 samples. We replicated 24 previously reported lipid loci with exome-wide significance (P < 3.3 Â 10 À 7 ), including fourteen coding variants at ten confirmed lipid loci (P range from 1.44 Â 10 À 7 to 1.64 Â 10
Introduction
Plasma concentrations of total cholesterol (TC), low-density lipoprotein cholesterol (LDL-C), high-density lipoprotein cholesterol (HDL-C) and triglycerides (TG) are the most important risk factors for cardiovascular diseases and are targets for therapeutic intervention (1, 2) . Genome-wide association studies (GWAS) have successfully identified multiple genetic loci associated with blood lipids (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) . However, GWAS provide limited coverage of low-frequency or rare variants, which may partly explain why all the common variants identified by GWAS to date only explain a small fraction of the heritability of lipid levels. More importantly, the coding variants may result in the loss of function and are often ethnic-specific, thus helping us to discover potentially causative variants.
Several studies using the exome chip have been conducted in Europeans and rare genetic variations have been found to show strong associations with lipid levels (8) (9) . However, few such genetic studies have been conducted to assess Asian populations. Asians appear to have distinct lifestyle factors, including diet, body mass index and exercise, which could play a role in the risk of hyperlipidaemia. In the present study, we performed a meta-analysis of exome-wide association studies (EWAS) of blood lipid levels involving a total of 14,473 subjects of Chinese Han ancestry. Our specific aim was not only to investigate whether the known lipid loci harboured coding variants, but also to identify novel or populationspecific variants for blood lipid levels. We subsequently investigated whether the identified variants could contribute to coronary artery disease (CAD) in 6,179 cases and 9,552 controls individuals.
Results

Overview of single-variant associations
A detailed description of clinical characteristics and phenotype measurements for the 14,473 subjects that were genotyped using the whole exome array are summarized in Supplementary Material, Table S1 and Supplementary Material, Methods. A total of 151,289 polymorphic variants were analysed after quality control (Supplementary Material, Table S2 ). Approximately 70. 79% (n¼ 107,099) of the polymorphic variants are annotated as missense or loss of function (splice, stop-gain and stop-loss) variants (Supplementary Material, Table S3 ). The meta-analysis separately evaluated associations for TC, LDL-C, HDL-C and TG. Quantile-quantile plots for lipid levels are presented in Supplementary Material, Fig. S1 . The genomic control inflation factor (k) for the meta-analysis was low (k ¼ 1.01$1.02), indicating that population stratification effects were negligible in our study samples.
As shown in the Manhattan plots of the -log 10 P values for lipid levels in Supplementary Material, Fig. S2 , the metaanalysis confirmed twenty previously reported loci at chipwide significance (defined as P < 3.3 Â 10
À7
). The most significant variants in each locus are shown in Supplementary Material, Table S4 . No novel loci for lipid levels are identified in our samples.
Associations of coding variants at previously reported loci
Of these 20 significant loci, 9 loci harbour 13 coding variants with exome-wide significance with one or more lipid traits (Table 1 and Supplementary Material, Fig. S3 ). The coding variants in GCKR, MLXIPL, LPL and APOE have been reported to be significantly associated with lipid levels in the previous GWAS and EWAS (3, 9) . At GCKR-C2orf16-GPN1 locus, the index variant rs1260326 (p.Leu446Pro) previously identified by GWAS was also the most significant signal in our data (P ¼ 4.43 Â 10
À21
). The other two significant associations of coding variants in this locus, rs1919128 and rs3749147, can be explained by the lead rs1260326 (P conditional ¼ 0.58 and 0.13, respectively). In MLXIPL, rs35332062 encoding p.Ala358Val (P ¼ 1.27 Â 10
À9
) and rs3812316 encoding p.Gln241His (P ¼ 5.89 Â 10
) are in strong linkage disequilibrium (LD) with the lead GWAS index rs17145738 (P ¼ 8.99 Â 10 À10 ) (pairwise r 2 from 0.
84 to 1). In addition, the associations of two coding variants identified by exome wide association studies in Europeans (9), rs328 creating the stop codon p.Ser474 at LPL and rs7412 encoding p.Arg176Cys at APOE, were confirmed by our samples. We also identified 6 missense variants that showed greatly inter-ethnic differences in allele frequency at PCSK9, APOB, HMGCR, APOA5, APOA4 and CETP. Except for rs5104 at APOA4, all other missense variants were not polymorphic in 1000 genomes 3 non-Asian populations (EUR, AFR and AMR) (Supplementary Material, Table S5 ), while the four missense variants at PCSK9, HMGCR, APOA5 and CETP had low minor allele frequencies (MAF from 1.4% to 5.5%) in our samples. The PCSK9 p.Arg93Cys variant, APOB p.Arg532Trp, APOA5 p.Gly185Cys and CETP p.Asp399Gly were predicted by both PolyPhen and SIFT to likely cause damage to the protein structure/function (Supplementary Material, Table S6 ).
Population-specific missense variants
We next explored the relationship between the coding variants identified in Chinese populations and the previously reported variants at the corresponding loci in the genome and exome wide association studies of European ancestry by performing conditional analysis to recognize independent coding variants. All six missense variants (PCSK9, APOB, HMGCR, APOA5, APOA4 and CEPT) identified in our samples were independent association signals at each locus (Table 2) .
At PCSK9, three low frequency coding variants (rs11591147, rs67608943 and rs28362286) were previously found to be associated with LDL-C in European ancestry (EA) or African ancestry (AA) individuals (8, 10) . However, these variants were monomorphic or extremely rare in Chinese samples. Moreover, rs2479409 in PCSK9, a well-known GWAS index variant, showed no evidence of association in our study (LDL-C, P ¼ 0.70). As expected, all these reported variants did not have any effect on the association of lead variant rs151193009 (P conditional < 3.53 Â 10
À27
). At APOB, a common missense variant (rs1367117, encoding p.Thr98Ile) was previously identified as the GWAS index variant (4). Although rs1367117 was suggestively associated with TC in our samples (P ¼ 4.27 Â 10 À5 ), the association of the lead variant rs13306194 encoding p.Arg532Trp was not attenuated by conditioning on the rs1367117 (P conditional ¼ 2.3 Â 10 À8 , r 2 ¼ 0.01).
Another reported missense variant rs5742904 was very rare (MAF ¼ 0.01%) and showed no association with TC in our study. At HMGCR, the GWAS variant rs12916 was not present on the exome array, but the top variant rs12654264 (P ¼ suggesting that the two coding variants were completely independent. They were also independent of the GWAS index rs964184 (P conditional ¼ 8.02 Â 10 À59 for rs2075291; P conditional ¼ 1.44 Â 10 À8 for rs5104). The frequencies of two reported coding variants (8, 9) at APOA5 were 0.08% (rs3135506) and 0.007% (rs142953140) and showed no evidence of association with TG in our samples. The GWAS index rs3764261 at CETP was also the lead variant with HDL-C in our samples (P ¼ 3.88 Â 10
À41
). Conditional analysis showed that the association for the missense variant rs2303790 encoding p.Asp399Gly was modestly attenuated and was thus likely to be independent from the GWAS index rs3764261 (the P value decreased from 5.95 Â 10 À18 to 2.45 Â 10 New lead non-coding variants at LPA, LIPC and LDLR Besides the independent coding variants, we also identified significant associations of three new lead non-coding variants that were independent of previously identified associations (Table 3 ). These loci included LPA for TC (rs7770628, P ¼ 1.05 Â 10
À7
), LIPC for HDL-C (rs1800588, P ¼ 2.11 Â 10
À12
) and LDLR for LDL-C (rs11557092, P ¼ 9.02 Â 10 À8 ). These variants
were not in LD with the previously reported variants (r 2 <0.002).
The previously identified lead variants at LPA (rs1564348) and LDLR (rs6511720) (3) were found to be rare in our Chinese samples and showed no associations with lipid levels. For LIPC, the GWAS index variant (rs1532085) (3) displayed a significant association with HDL-C in Chinese populations (P ¼ 3.00Â 10
À10
). However, the association of our lead variant rs1800588 at this locus was not attenuated by conditioning on the variant rs1532085 (P conditional ¼ 1.05Â 10
À11
), representing two exome-wide significant independent signals in Chinese populations.
The meta-analysis of the exome and genome-wide association data
To improve the power and identify additional lipid loci, we combined exome-wide and 1000 genomes imputed genome-wide association data, although 34.11% (n ¼ 51,610) with the good imputation quality of variants in the exome array were available in the imputed data. Besides the 20 significant loci identified by exome-wide association analysis, the 4 additional lipid loci (RGS12, FADS1, HPR and LIPG) in the previously reported region attained exome-wide significance (Supplementary Material, Table S7 ). Of note, at LIPG, we detected two independent association signals (the missense rs2000813 encoding p.Thr111Ile, P ¼ 1.26Â 10 À7 and rs4939883, P ¼ 4.25Â 10 À10 , r 2 ¼ 0.005). We observed the previously reported lead GWAS variant (rs7241918) (3) at LIPG only showed nominal significance with HDL-C (P ¼ 4. 45Â 10
À4
) in our Chinese populations, while the missense variant rs77960347 (MAF ¼ 1.6%) identified in Europeans (9) was extremely rare (MAF ¼ 0.01%) and not associated with HDL-C in our samples (P ¼ 0.85).
Gene-based association tests
To test rare and low-frequency variants for association, we then performed gene-based analyses incorporating variants annotated as missense, stop-gain, stop-loss, or splice site changes with a MAF <5%. Three well-known genes (PCSK9, HMGCR and CEPT) exhibited strong associations with blood lipid levels in gene-level tests (P < 2.8 Â 10
À6
) ( Table 4 ). The strength of CHR, chromosome; A1, minor allele; A2, major allele; MAF, minor allele frequency.
Genomic positions are on human genome build hg19. Table 2 . Association results for independent coding variants in Chinese at the previously reported loci 
Association with CAD
To further assess whether the identified independent variants also relate to CAD, we tested their associations with CAD in the Hubei CAD study (HuCAD) and two GWAS samples (the Beijing Atherosclerosis Study (BAS) and the China Atherosclerosis Study (CAS)) involving 6,179 cases and 9,552 controls. Three low-frequency coding variants and two non-coding variant showed significant associations (P values from 0.02 to 1.68Â 10
À4
) with CAD in the expected direction (Table 5) . T (rs151193009) allele at PCSK9, C (rs191835914) allele at HMGCR, and T (rs11557092) allele at LDLR leading to lower LDL-C were associated with reduced risk for CAD (OR ¼ 0.76, 95% CI ¼ 0.52-0.99,
À4 , respectively), while A (rs2075291) allele at APOA5 leading to higher TG and C (rs7770628) allele at LPA leading to higher TC were similarly associated with increased risk for CAD (OR ¼ 1.14, 95% CI ¼ 1.04-1.24, P ¼ 9.60 Â 10
À3
; OR¼ 1.09, 95% CI ¼ 1.01-1.19, P ¼ 0.02, respectively). None of the remaining variants at APOB, APOA4, LIPC, or CETP were associated with risk for CAD.
Discussion
The present study systematically investigated the contribution of coding variants to lipid levels in Chinese populations. Our study validated 24 loci previously identified in European populations. We also identified six coding variants (PCSK9, APOB, HMGCR, APOA5, APOA4 and CETP) and three non-coding variants (LPA, LIPC and LDLR) that were independent of previously identified associations, four of which were low-frequency coding variants with large effect sizes. Our data demonstrate the inter-population differences in allele frequencies lead to association signals at different coding variants in different populations.
GWAS have identified $160 significantly lipid-associated loci in individuals of European ancestries, which could explain 12%$15% of lipid variance (3,4). We also performed large scale GWAS in a total of 23,083 Chinese individuals (11), and we not only found that 17 previously reported loci could be generalized to Chinese populations, but also identified three Chinese-specific variants for lipid levels, suggesting that both shared and population-specific susceptibility were commonly present. However, almost of the variants identified by GWAS are common, and low-frequency coding variants are poorly characterized by GWAS genotyping arrays. The current exome-wide study not only confirmed the 24 reported loci but also allowed us to identify 14 coding variants at 10 loci with exome-wide significance. The protein-coding variants are more likely to have lower frequencies in the human population and have arisen recently in human evolutionary history, and most of them are population-specific (12, 13) . For example, the GWAS association signals at PCSK9 in different populations are distinct, and GWAS index variant rs2479409 initially identified in European populations cannot be replicated in non-European populations (14) . We also detected a different GWAS signal at PCSK9 (rs7525649) in Chinese individuals (11) , which showed moderate LD with rs2479409 (r 2 ¼ 0.179, 1000 Genomes CHB þ JPT). It has been showed the common GWAS signal at PCSK9 in European populations could be explained by the low frequency functional variant p.Arg46Leu identified by fine mapping studies (3, 15, 16) , suggesting that the GWAS variant has no relevant functional consequence (17) . The presence of allelic heterogeneity for rare coding variants at PCSK9 has been also demonstrated in different ancestry samples. Table S9 ). These substantial differences in inter-ethnic MAF result in the identification of different coding variants in different ancestry individuals and insufficient power to replicate the initially observed variants in other ancestries. This allelic heterogeneity emphasizes the importance of including diverse populations in genetic association studies of complex traits such as lipid levels. More importantly, the identification of the protein-coding variants with potential deleterious function may allow us to quickly prioritize both the functional genes and the causal variations. The functional genes pointed to by coding variants are either well-known genes that cause Mendelian dyslipidemias (PCSK9, APOB, APOA5, CETP, LPL, LIPG and APOE) (Supplementary Material, Table S10) or genes with well-established roles in lipid metabolism (HMGCR, MLXIPL and GCKR). The identified coding variants are also more likely to be causal, especially for the rare variants with large effect sizes. The associations of the coding variants at PCSK9 (p.Arg93Cys) and APOB (p.Arg532Trp) with LDL-C were the strongest in each locus, while the coding variant at HMGCR showed almost perfect LD with the top signal. These results indicate that the coding variants at the three above loci can substantially account for the association signals. The coding variants at APOA5-APOA4, CETP and LIPG did not show the most significant associations. However, conditional analyses showed that these coding variants were independent of the corresponding top variants at each locus. It's worth noting that four low-frequency coding variants showed large effect size on lipid levels (effect size > 0.2 s.d.) that was substantially greater than that of the corresponding common variants in previous GWAS. Based on the population-based 4187 HuCAD control samples, we observed one mutation in PCSK9 p.Arg93Cys and Table 4 . Genes with a burden of rare or low-frequency variants significantly associated with lipid levels (P < 2.8 Â 10 Variants included in the analysis were restricted to those with MAF < 0.05 and annotated as nonsynonymous, splice-site, or stop loss/gain variants.
*cMAF, combined minor allele frequency of all variants included in the analysis.
Gene-based association tests were performed in 14,473 exome array data. 
À4
Genomic positions are on human genome build hg19.
CHR, chromosome; A1, minor allele; A2, major allele; MAF, minor allele frequency.
HMGCR p.Tyr311Ser could lower plasma levels of LDL cholesterol by 21 .59 mg and 6.28 mg per deciliter, respectively, while the mutation APOA5 p.Gly185Cys increased TG by 27.32 mg per deciliter (Fig. 1 ) . All these coding variants also displayed the association with the risk of CAD with the expected consistent direction, which supported the causal roles of these variants. CETP p.Asp399Gly was associated with an increase of 4.40 mg/dl in HDL-C but not with CAD, consistent with the fact that HDL-C may not be a causal risk factor for clinical CAD. Several limitations need to be acknowledged in our study. First, the exome array we used did not provide complete coverage of all functional variants. A large fraction of common (68.11%, MAF >5%) and low-frequency (75.00%, MAF ¼ 0.5-5%) coding variants observed in the 1000 genomes East Asian samples were captured by the current exome array. For the remaining coding variants with two or more copies, only 51.58% were captured by the array. We were also not able to evaluate some rare ethnic specific variants using the current exome array. Exome or whole genome sequencing is therefore needed to fully characterize and capture the population-specific variants. Second, we had limited power to evaluate some low frequency and rare variants with lipid levels. Power calculations based on our sample size suggest that we had 80% power to detect variants with MAF ¼ 1% and effect size of 0.35 s.d. at a ¼ 3.3 Â 10 À7 but considerably less power to detect the same effect size at MAF < 1% (Supplementary Material, Fig. S4 ). The The box plots give the median levels (middle horizontal line in each box), the interquartile ranges (delineated by the top and bottom of each box) statistical power for CAD analyses is even lower, though more than 15,000 cases and controls were included. This means that some signals especially with a low minor allele frequency and/or weaker genetic effects may have been missed. Subsequent studies in larger sample sizes will be required to identify associations of rare coding variants with lipid levels and CAD.
In conclusion, we have identified 6 coding variants and 3 non-coding variants that were independent of previously identified associations in European populations. Our study highlights the value of searching for low frequency, ethnicspecific possible causal variants in non-European ancestry samples. Large-scale sequencing efforts in multiple diverse populations may lead to better understanding of the genetic architecture of lipid levels.
Materials and Methods
Study population
The study was a meta-analysis consisting of 14,473 Han Chinese who underwent standardized collection of blood lipid measurements in four independent exome wide association studies. These studies included the HuCAD (18), the Nutrition and Health of Aging Population in China (NHAPC) (19) , the Guizhou-Bijie Type 2 Diabetes Study (GBTDS) (20) , and the Guangxi Fangchenggang Area Male Health and Examination Survey (FAMHES) (21) . The two GWAS samples comprising 6,534 individuals (the Beijing Atherosclerosis Study (BAS) and the China Atherosclerosis Study (CAS)) were further combined in the meta-analysis to detect additional significant lipid association and evaluate the evidence of association with CAD (22, 23) . Both of them were previously genotyped by genome wide array and imputed using the 1000 genomes project phase 1 v3 training set (24) .
Blood specimens were obtained after participants had fasted overnight (!8 h). The plasma TC, TG, LDL-C and HDL-C levels were measured in all the subjects. Values of TG were natural log transformed to approximate normality in each study. Each study obtained approval from the institutional review board of local research institutions. All participants in each study gave written informed consent.
Exome array genotyping and quality control
All study participants were genotyped using the Asian human exome beadchips, which captured a total of 302,218 variants, including functional coding variants (>80%) and diseaseassociated tag variants from published GWAS. The custom content of $60K variants in this exome array specially designed for Asian populations was added to the standard Illumina HumanExome BeadChip to improve the coverage of low frequency variants in Asian populations. The custom panel of coding variants was selected based on three independent Asian sequencing data sets. Included on the chip were also top variants selected from GWAS for follow-up. Details of the Asian Exome chip design have been described in elsewhere (25) . Genotype calling was carried out using Illumina's GenTrain version 2.0 clustering algorithm in GenomeStudio. Detailed descriptions of quality control filters applied to the six studies are provided in Supplementary Material, Table S2 . Several quality control filters were applied to samples and variants before analysis. Individuals with low genotype rate, evidence of gender discrepancy, excess heterozygosity or cryptic relatedness were removed. Variants that did not meet the 95% genotyping threshold or showed a deviation from Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium (P < 1 Â 10 À5 ) were removed. In addition, variants that were monomorphic in our study population were removed from the analysis.
Statistical analyses
Within each cohort, TC, LDL-C, HDL-C, and TG and measures were transformed using the inverse normal distribution after adjustment of each trait for age, age square and study-specific covariates, including principal components to account for population structure (Supplementary Material, Table S2 ). We performed both single variant and gene-level association tests. For each cohort, single variant score statistics and their covariance matrix for variants, which summarizes LD information and relatedness among sampled individuals, are generated using rvtests or RareMetalWorker (26) . Using summary association statistics collected from each study, we performed metaanalysis of single variant and gene-level association tests using the R-package RAREMETALS (27) for TC, LDL-C, HDL-C and TG. Single-variant statistics and their variance-covariance matrix are combined across studies to obtain an overall score statistic for each variant and a combined covariance matrix across studies, which are used for the single-variant analyses. For genebased tests, summary association statistics from the variants are used to construct the gene-level association test statistics. Gene-level tests that aggregate the effect of multiple rare or low-frequency variants across a gene are used to test for association. These analyses were restricted to variants which were predicted to alter the coding sequence of the gene product (defined as missense, stop-gain, stop-loss, or splice-site variants) in order to enhance the likelihood of identifying causal variants and to reduce the multiple testing burden. For each trait, we ran two gene-based tests: a simple burden test and a sequence kernel association test (SKAT) (28, 29) with a MAF cutoff of <5%. The simple burden test can be defined as a weighted sum of allele counts for variants satisfying these criteria. Its main limitation is that all tested variants are assumed to influence the phenotype in the same direction. Thus, the simple burden test can be underpowered when variants with opposite phenotypic effects reside in the same gene. SKAT is more powerful than the simple burden test when there are both protective and deleterious variants with different magnitudes in the same gene. For single variant analyses, we considered a significance threshold of P < 3. 3 Â 10
À7
, corresponding to a Bonferroni correction for 151,289 tests. For gene-level analyses, we used a significance threshold of P < 2.8 Â 10
À6 , corresponding to a Bonferroni correction for 17612 gene-level tests.
We conducted CAD association analysis using individuals from HuCAD, BAS and CAS. Logistic regression was carried out to evaluate if the lipid-associated variants influence CAD risk. The effect estimates and s.e. were meta-analysed using metal (30) by the fixed-effect inverse-variance method.
To test for independence of the population-specific association signals from variants previously demonstrated to be associated with the phenotype at that locus, conditional analyses were performed to control for the effects of the reported lipid variants. Power calculations were performed using QUANTO software program.
